
VFM-WVC Wall Mount Video Conference Shelf
vav.link/vfm-wvc VFM-WVC EU SAP: 5048878 US SAP: 13557673 

Works with Vision's professional wall mounts and �oorstands
Highly adjustable
Can �x directly to wall
Platform 216 x 120 mm (8.5"x 4.4")
Use to hide Clickshare behind display
VESA100 holes for �xing media players behind display

This video conference camera shelf �ts to Vision's
professional �at-panel wall mounts. It �xes to the
horizontal part of Vision's wall mounts to provide a shelf for
video conference cameras and other devices above or
below the display.

Adjustable Depth
The shelf can be �xed at different depths, or left off it not required.

Compatibility
Works with these Vision mounts:
VFM-W4X4
VFM-W4X4T
VFM-W4X6
VFM-W6X4
VFM-W6X4T
VFM-W8X6
VFM-W8X6T
VFM-W10X6
VFM-F10
VFM-F30 (all variations)
VFM-F40 (all variations)
VFM-F50 (all variations)

Alternative Fixing
The shelf can be �xed directly to the wall if that suits the job better.

Height Adjustable
The vertical part �xes to the wall mount at various heights.

Above or Below
Mount the shelf above or below the display as required.

iPad Enclosure
VESA 100x100 mounting points on the column allow an iPad
enclosure like Heckler's Zoom Room iPad enclosure to be �xed
below the display.

Screen Size 50"+
The vertical column is 1003 mm (39.5") tall, so this is not
appropriate for screens smaller than 50".

Logitech Rally or Meetup
The shelf accommodates Logitech's Rally Camera. It has a �xing
hole so the camera can be �xed to the shelf. Or the wall bracket
that comes with Logitech's Meetup can �x to the vertical column.

Hide Clickshare Behind Display
Designed to accommodate Barco's Clickshare CSE-100, CSE-200,
CSE-200+, and CX-50 base stations. These items can sit on shelf
visible to users, or a crossbar is included to mount these receivers
behind the display out of sight.

Yamaha YVC-1000 Shelf
The shelf has �xing holes for the YVC-1000 audio conference base
unit.

Universal Shelf
Any video conference camera can sit on this shelf.

END OF LIFE
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SPECIFICATIONS

VESA100 mounting holes on column
An array of holes in the column allow media players to be �xed
behind the display, out of sight.

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
See drawing

PACKAGED DIMENSIONS
1040 x 140 x 100 mm / 40.9″ x 5.5" x 3.9″

PRODUCT WEIGHT
tba kg ( lbs)

PACKAGED WEIGHT
4.5 kg (9.9 lbs)

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
Cold-rolled Steel 3 mm (0.12")

COMPATIBILITY
Works with these Vision mounts: VFM-W4X4 VFM-W4X4T VFM-
W4X6 VFM-W6X4 VFM-W6X4T VFM-W8X6 VFM-W8X6T VFM-
W10X6 VFM-F10 VFM-F30 (all variations) VFM-F40 (all variations)

COLOUR
Black

WARRANTY
Lifetime return-to-base
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